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Signs of a Christian
Wnte yes on the line for each action that is a sign of a Christian'

W 

-Listens 

to the opinions of others with respect and openness

A 

-Excludes 

those who do not agree with his or her ideas

O 

-Praises 

others when they succeed

R 

-Brings 

peace to the school by coopelating with its regulations

B 

-Shows 

rudeness and resentment when others do better

K 

-Offers 

to help youlger children at home and in school

S _Works on projects to help those who are poor and people with disabilities

I 

-Envies 

those who have more money or talent

C 

-Shows 

concern only for those who are pleasing

O 

-Prays 

for the problems of the community and the world

D 

-Does 

things alone and lets others take care of themselves

F 

-Thanks 

others and returns kindness

G 

-Speaks 

harshly to an opPonent in a game

M 

-Accepts 

others despite any differences there rraybe

H 

-Complains 

about the things that others do

K 

-Treats 

others as if they were his or her servants

E 

-Brings 

joy to others by a cheerful disposition

L 

-Takes 

offense easily and shows moodiness

R 

-Treats 

others with patience and gentleness

C 

-Offers 

sympathy and comfort to those in trouble or sorrow

N 

-Does 

atrl the talking and expects others to do all the listening

P Coooerates as lons as others do thines his or her wav

Y Resoects the freedom of others to be themselves

In the boxes be1ow, write the letter before each yes in the order in which it occurs. You will discover another name for
"Signs of a Christian."

?EACE

Grade 8 . Bllvl 18 . Chapter 5 @ L0I0LAPRESS.
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Be Like ]esus

Saint Paul wrote to the members of the early Church' In

his letters, he encouraged them to live out their call to

f,Jir,""r. Saint Paul toid thu* that the Holy Spirit would

help them live like jesus.

Read the foliowing Passages and write a summary of

what Saint Paul siyi. When you have finished each one'

color in that section of the figure of Christ'

1 Thessalonians 5:14

1 Corinthians 16:13

2 Corinthians 13:11

u4
-l

E
,!s
a'=
o

Galatians 6:9-10

Ephesians 6:18

Philippians 4:8

@ LOYOLA.PRESS.
Grade 8 . BLM 29 ' ChaPter 7
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Followit g Christ
Jesus urges us to keep our eyes on him and not on possessions. He warns us against avarice, or

greed, which leads to injustice.

Look up these Scripture passages, and then answer the
questions.

Luke 12:15-21 tNhy is hoarding things useless?

Matthew 6:24 lt you accepted God as Lord, to what
can't you be a slave?

Matthew 5:10 \Alhat is the reward of those who suffer
for what is right?

Luke 4:18-24 Jesus' mission is our mission- To what
people was |esus sent?

Crade8 . BLM99 . Chapter25 O L0YoL{PRESS.



Bth Grade Reading

Blizzard Bag I



Nome:

Blizzord Bog I
8th 6rode Reoding

Assignmenf; fn now fewer thon 350 words, write obout whot your ideol snow

doy would be like.



Bth Grade Reading

Blizzard Bag II



Nome:

Blizzord Bog II
1th Grode Reoding

Assignmenf; An observation is a factual statement made using your five senses.

Your five senses include: Sight, smell, taste, touch, and hearing' An example of an

observation would be "fohn is absent today," An inference is an explanation of an

observation. For example "fohn is absent today because he is sick"' This statement is

an inference because yo,, ,.u making an educated guess about why lohn is absent;

there could be another reason for his absence'

Directions: Below, you will find six short stories. Read each of the short stories and

complete the questions.

Short Story #1
Penguins & Polor Beors

penguins are flightless seabirds that are adapted to extreme cold and life in the

water. Most species walk upright on land, and a few can even run, though not well.

However, in the water, they are excellent swimmers and divers. Penguins eat fish,

squid, and crustaceans. Killer whales and leopard seals eat them.

polar bears are adapted for life in the Arctic, where temperatures can fall to -40

degrees Celsius. Polar bears are excellent swimmers that can spend long periods of

time in freezing water. On land, they are swift runners. Polar bears mostly eat seals

and fish. Killer whales occasionally eat them.

Short 3tor"y #2
Lightning

Lightning is the discharge of a giant spark of static electricity. Only about 200/o of
Ugfrtning bolts ever reach the ground. Still,lightning strikes the earth about 100

times every second! Lightning seeks the shortest path to the earth and is more likely
to strike tall objects such as trees and buildings. In medieval times, it was believed

that ringing church bells would keep away lightning. Bell ringers rushed to church

steeple during thunderstorms. However, this was actually dangerous. During one

33-year period, 103 bell ringers were struck by lightning in the church steeple. On

apiit tS, ]7tg, bell ringers in24 of the 30 churches in St. Pol de Leon, France started

ringing bells during a thunderstorm. AlL24 churches were struck by lightning' The

other churches were not struck. This brought an end to the superstition that ringing

bells offered protection from lightning. The city of Paris, France, passed a law in



hour on land. Although crocodiles are very swift over short distances, they cannot

make sudden changei in direction. An adult crocodile will eat any bird or mammal it

can drag into the *-rt... Large crocodiles will attach and eat cattle or horses!

Short StorA #6
Gionts of the DeeP

Squid are marine animals that are related to the octopus. Like clams and snails, they

are mollusks. The giant squid holds several world records.It has the largest eye of

any animal in the animal kingdom. Eyes with diameters of almost 16 inches have

been reportedl The giant squid is also the largest invertebrate (animal without a

backbone).ln 1B7B,i gianisquid became stranded in a bay in Newfoundland,

Canada. Iiwas 55 feet long and weighed 4,000 pounds. Giant squid also have the

largest brain of an inverte-brate. They are also the longest mollusk. In 1933, a giant

rquia that measured 70 feet in length washed ashore in New Zealand. Little is

krro*n about the giant squid or its diet. They are predators that live at depths

between 1,000 and 2,000 feet. They are an important food for some whales' The

tentacles of squid have sucking discs that are used to seize prey' The largest giant

squid that have been recovered have sucker discs that are about 4 inches in

diameter. However, some whales have been found with sucker scars that are 18

inches in diameter.

Pleose circle the letter for the correct onswer:

1. Which of the following statements would be an observation that could be made

from "short Story #1: Penguins & Polar Bears"?

a. Polar bears can spend longer periods of time in freezing water.

b, Polar bears and penguins are excellent swimmers'

c. Polar bears can run faster than penguins.

2. Which of the following statements would be an inference that could be made from
"Short Story #1: Penguins & Polar Bears"?

a. Polar bears eat mostly seals and fish.
b. Polar bears and penguin are excellent swimmers.

c. Polar bears can run faster than penguins.

3. lVhich of the following statements would be an observation that could be made

from "Short Story #2: Lightning"?
a. Lightning is attracted to sound waves'

b.ln Medieval times, people feared lightning.
c. About B0% of lightning bolts do not strike the earth.
4. Which of the following statements would be an observation that could be made

from "Short Story #3: GiantWaves"?
a. Giant waves are responsible for the disappearance of ships in the Bermuda

Triangle.
b. Sound waves are more than 100 feet high'
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Nome:

Blizzord Bog III
8rh Grade Reoding

Assignment: Your prompt is: Teaching someone else how to do something can be

rewirding. Think of a skill you have taught someole else how to do. Perhaps you

taught, iifUrrg how to tiu irirThu. shoei, ride a bike, or swim. In no fewer than 150

words write about the events that made up the process of teaching the skill' Did you

teach this skill the same way you learned it, or did you find a different way to teach

it? How did you feel after teaching someone this skill?



Bth U.S. History

Blizzard Bag I



Nome:

Blizzqrd Bo9 I
8th 6rode US Histora

Assignment: Find q current event from within the lost 24 hours from either

the intern et, onewsPoper, or o mogozine which focuses on o globol issue

(connot be obout the reoson school wos concelled), ond answer the following

guestions:

Whois this orticle obout?

What is this article obout?

Whendid the events involved in this story toke ploce2

Where did this occur?

Why did this hopPen?

Howis this topic significont to today's society?



Bth U.S. History

Blizzard Bag II



Nome:

Blizzord Bog II
8th 6rode US Histora

Assignment: Find o positive current event from within the lost 24 hours

f rom either the internet, o news Pa1er,or o mogozine (connot be obout the

resson school wos csncelled), ond onswer the following guestions:

Who is this orticle obout?

What is this orticle obout?

Whendid the events involved in this story take ploce)

Where did this occur?

Why did this hoPPen?

Howis this topic significont to todoy's society?
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Nome:

Blizzord Bog III
8th 6rade US Histora

Assignment: Find o current event thot took ploce in the Cleveland ares from

within the lqst 24hours from the Internet, o newsPoPer, or o mogozine

(connot be obout the reoson school wos concelled), ond onswer the following

guestions:

Whois this orticle obout?

What is this orticle obout?

Whendid the events involved in this story take ploce?

Where did this occur?

Why did this hoPPen?

Howis this topic significont to todoy's society?



Blizzard Bag Lesson Plan

Bth Grade English: Day 1

Obiective: The following list of activities requires you to use your knowledge of figurative

language to analyze a series of poems on the central topic of Snow in order to produce

a poem of eight lines or more on the same topic.

Steps:

* Read the poems on the attached pdf. page "Snow Poems", feel free to print the

page out or work by viewing it online.

x Note at least 5 different figurative language devices, for example: simile,

metaphor, hyperbole, onomatopoeia, rhyme scheme, assonance, consonance, or

any others you are capable of identifying and justifying'

x For each that you have listed write a small phrase about the effect of this

technique on the poem's overall purpose. You might note the sound, message,

or reader reaction he/she wishes to create. Feel free to use the chart on the

following page, or create your own. (See this chart for an example to get you

started.)

* perform a pre-write in which you list sensory details, similes, metaphors and/or

images that you see while looking at the snow outside.

Assessment:

* Lasly, write your own poem of at least eight lines on the topic of Snow. You can

use any form or format for your poem: free verse, a set of haiku, limerick, shape,

acrostic, or other poetic structure.

* Be prepared to transfer this poem to a cardstock square as part of a class quilt,

think of ways in which you might decorate this "quilt square" to reflect the images

or feeling of your Poem.
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Snow falls:
years of anger following
hours that float idlY down .*

the blizzard
drifts its welght
deeper and deeperforthree daYs

or sixty years, eh? Then
the sunl a clutter of
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* Additional Points: Find a poem based on the topic snow, by an author not

mentioned on the "Snow Poem" handout and bring it to share with our class on

our first day back to school.

Poem Title or
Author

Phrase or Line Figurative
Language

Device

Author's Purpose

Emily Dickinson "note the

rebels down"

personification

of snowflakes

to make the

snow itself
feel alive with

a spirit of
adventure





Blizzard Bag Lesson Plan

Bth Grade English: Day 2

Objective: The following list of activities requires you to use your knowledge of

persuasive Writing and advertising to first analyze and then create a "pitch" for a

product of your choosing'

Steps:

x Read the questions listed on the attached pdf. "Presenting Persuasively".

* Following the directions locate a print ad or television commercial, or product

packaging to examine more closely.

x Complete all the questions on the sheet in full sentences before reading the next

task or looking at the additional attached pdf' files'

* Read the bottom task, which asks you to create your own advertising pitch. You

may choose a print ad, commercial spot, or product label for the product you

just analyzed. You will find attached a pdf. file for storyboarding if you choose a

commercial.

Assessment:

x you must complete the "Persuasive Presenting" worksheet in its entirety.

* As well, you must be prepared to hand in planning for a print ad, commercial, or

product label. This can be a planning stage (rough copy) attempt at a pitch for

the product.

x Additional Points: Finish out your pitch by creating either the final copy of the

print ad or product label. You may finish out your commercial pitch by creating

a short description of your storyboard (perhaps include celebrities endorsement

ideas).
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select an advertisement from a magazine or the lnternet,

or select a television commercial.Then write a critique identifying

the Strengths and weaknesses of the advertisement or commercial'

&msw*r ?fo*s* ffi*ess"Sg#$Bs €# fucs$p Y#€x S€#E## Yffi€sr er6$gqexe"

1. Who do you think is the targeted audience?

2. What techniques are used to capture the audience's attention? How successful are they?

3. What could have been done to make the advertisement or commercial more effective?
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Blizzard Bag Lesson Plan

Bth Grade English: Day 3

Objective: The following list of activities requires you to use your knowledge of the parts

of speech in order to fill in a Teen Friendly: Mad Lib based on a semi popular song'

Then, using that same skills you will complete a worksheet designed to help you create

nonsensical but grammatically correct sentences.

Steps:

* Complete one or both of the attached music inspired Mad Libs. Files are named

Teen Friendly Mad Lib (1) and Teen Friendly Mad Lib (2). Feel free to ask those

at home for suggested words.

* Bring this completed Mad Lib to class with you - be sure you have the correctly

used the Parts of sPeech.

x lf you can identify the song and artist, be sure to list those responses on the

bottom of the page for additional points.

* Next complete the attached pdf. "Silly Sentences" be sure to write out your full

sentences for numbers 1-5 on the second sheet. Lastly choose one of those

sentences to illustrate at the bottom. Your artistic talent will not be graded only

your effort.

Assessment:

q. I will be collecting both your completed Mad Lib and your completed Silly

Sentences worksheets upon your return to class.

x BE SURE you have completed all areas of these sheets with the correct parts of

speech.

x Additional Points: You may complete the second Mad Lib or create one of your

own using a popular song for extra credit in addition to the extra point questions

on the Mad Lib sheet.



$fenre(s)
Dete ter.

White Wr*pper t{edc,{er Lib: "DePr

Direr:1.ions. Ask other team members for the parls of speech indicated belor,v each blank and fill in the blanks' Do

NOT read the completed sentences aloud until you have filled in all the blanks. If you are uncertain about

whether a term is the correct part of speech to fill the blank. ask your teacher for help. Have funl

Dear , I r'r'rote you. but you still aren't 

-

urrU Pr*t PonriPtn

. i left my
proper tloLil1

at the bottom. I, lxY and my home
noun

back in autumn; you must not have
plut'al notn t'erb. past

office or something.

when I

them. There probably was a at the

Sometimes. I
terb plural noun

them. but anyr'vays,

wrb, present participle

too

? How's your
noun (animal)

, too, I'm about to be a
adj ectit'e

guess what I'm going to call her? I'm going to name her

noun (person)

IfI have a

proper nol{n

, too. I'tn sorry. I had a friend

t'erb

What's been up,

I read about your Uncle

over some

acljectie

and your pictures,

intei ection

proper t1out1

rvho didn't want him.

proper noun

with

verb transitive

? My girlfriend's

himself
t erb h'ansitive. a cti ott

(aninal)

I knorv you probably hear this every day. but I'tn your biggest

stuff you did with
noun

I got a room full ofyour

too. That guy \\ras

me back, just to

. I even got the

plural noun

man. I like the stuff You did
propet noun

adjective

Anyr,vays, I hope you get this. man.

Truly yours, )/our biggest

This is

?onus.
Name the original song for this puzzle:

verb

ptoper t1out1

Name the artist rvho recorded the song:

sent



N ame(s

We were both

my
plu'al noun

on a/an

proper noun

said, "Stay away from

And I was

I said, ".

and

aa

when I first
adjectite

and the

in summer

, the
plural notttt

through the crowd and saY "

You were throwing

proper noun

Ierb. pre s ent pil-l i cipl e

proper 11aut1

. all there's left to do is

,, It'S A

terb, pre s e nl Parti ciPl e

See the

Dat e

you. I

adjective

You'll be the

story, baby, just saY

Per

Sw if t lY Singing M ad Lib

D i r e ct i o n s : Ask other team members for the parts of speech indicated belon' each blank and fill in the

blanks. Do NoT read the cornpleted sentences aloud until you have filled in allthe blanks. If you are unceftain

about u,hether a teln is the coirect paft of speech to fill the blank. ask your teacher for help. Have funl

rerb trtltlsilie, posl

starts. I'n-t

verb transitive

there

. See the
n.on-count noun plural notm

your

l" Little did I know that you

and my
noun ( person)

. I see you

interyection

plttral noun

on the staircase. begging you, "Please don't

take me somewhere w'e can be

!" And
terb

I',ll be

verb, present participle

I'll be the
noun

l))

i nte4 ecliotl

Bonus:

Name the original song for this puzzle:

terb

Name the arlist rvho recorded the song:
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Blizzard Bag

Assignments
Science

Grade B
Day 1



n/
Name Date .___,.- Class

How Rainbow Bridge was Formed
Read the following passage and answer the questions on the lines belou'.

The beautiful rock formation
knou,n as Rainbor.t'Bridge in San

|uan County, Utah, is sacred to

several neighboring Native

American tribes. The bridge is

made of pink sandstone that
formed about 200 million Years
ago when sand dunes lvere buried
under layers of other materiais.

About 5.5 million years ago,

geologic forces pushed the sand-

stone upward r,vhere it became

exposed to weather and erosion'

Rivers quickiy cut deeP canyons

into the sandstone. Rainbow Bridge lvas formed when a meandering desert

stream flowed in a tight curve around a thin fin of sandstone that jutted into the

canyon. Eventually, the stream cut through the fin. The stream then changed

course and flowed through the ho1e. The hole was finally enlarged into the bridge

that we see toda,v. The same forces of wind and rvater continue to lvork on the

rock.

l. What is a natural bridge?

2. Are geologic forces stiil acting on Earth today? Horv do you knor'v? o
-u
(D

=f.o

I
-g
f3. Do you think Rainbow Bridge will last forever? Explain'

4. What type of artificial bridge is most similar to Rainbow Bridge?

5. Would a natural stone beam bridge be very strong? Expiain'

176. M Teaching Resources Motion, Forces, and EnergY

I II T E R D I S G I P L I N A R Y E X P L O R AT I O N SGIENGE
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ay
Name Date Ciass

Developing a Gtrassification System
The tatrle below lists characteristics of different dog breeds. Use these

characteristics to develop a classification system. The questions that follow will
help you develop your system.

Characteristics of Dogs

Breed Ears Goat Tail Head Shape Size

Beagie long shod-haired long round small

Wire fox terrier shori wire-haired shortened long smail

Chow chovrr erect long-haired curly round medium

lrish setter long long-haired feathered long medium

Newfoundland short long-haired feathered square large

Boston terrier erect short-haired shortened square small

Pug short short-haired curly square small

Deerhound shorl wire-haired long Iong large

Write your a?tswers to the following questions oft a sepzrate slteet of paper.

1. What characteristic did you use first to divide the breeds into groups? Why did
you choose that characteristic?

2. \d&at characteristic did you use to make a second division within the groups?

3. Continue dividing the breeds into groups until you have used a1i five
characteristics listed in the table. When you complete your classification system,

diagram the structure of that system and show how each breed is classified.

4. Classify the following dog breeds using your classification system.

a. Great Dane: long ears, short-haired,long tail,long head,large size

b. Boxer: short ears, short-haired, shortened tai1, square head, medium size

c. Shetland sheepdog: erect ears, iong-haired, feathered tail, long head, small size

d. Airedale: short ears, wire-haired, shortened tail,long head, medium size

@
T
o
=
=.oo
T.

-9

=I

14Q + C Teaching Rescurces Cells and Heredity

1T{TEB D I S GI P LI ilARY EXPLORATI O t{ SGIET{GE
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Day 3



?iDate Ciass
Name
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Breeding SPinoni
Read tlte passage below. Then answer the questions that follow on a separate sheet of

paper.

The spinone (spih NOH nay) is an o1d Italian breed of dog used for retrieving

gu-". The spinone is relatively new to the United States. In fact, it is not yet

Iegistered with the American itGnnel Club. For the breed to become registered'

,pfrrorr. breed,ers must keep careful records of the crosses they set up, noting the

phenotypes of the parents and the offspring. With these records, the breeders can

..tuUUrf, f,ow to select for certain phenotypes and decide on a standard

phenotype for the breed. Then the American Kennel Club will register the breed

and aliow it to compete in dog shows.

Dog breeders must make carefrrl choices in the dogs they choose to breed' The

,pi.rorie, as well as many other dog breeds, have geneticaily inherited diseases'

These diseases must be carefully selected against in order to maintain the health

and integrity of the breed. Hip displasia, or displacement, for example' is one

inherited disease that affects -ury dogr. In the spinone, a genetic disease caused

by a recessive allele has been identified. This disease, called ataxLa, causes

pioblems in the brain, leading to the death of an affected puppy.

1. What must a spinone puppy inherit from its parents to develop ata]roa?

2, write the genotype of a puppy that has ataia.write the genotype for a p:uppy

that is a carrier of this disease. Be sure to define your symbois.

3, If two dogs that are carriers of ataxia are bred, what is the probability that

their puppies will have the disease? what is the probability that their puppies

will be carriers? (Hint: Use a Punnett square')

4" How could a breeder determine whether or not a dog is a caruier of ataxta?

5. Researchers are mapping the canine genome. How would a genome map help

breeders identify carriers of ataxsa?
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